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AbstratIn a seminal paper [38℄ Prof. Robert Kowalski advoated the paradigm Algorithm = Logi +Control whih was intended to haraterize program exeutions. Here we want to illustratethe orresponding paradigm Program Derivation = Rules + Strategies whih is intended toharaterize program derivations, rather than exeutions. During program exeution, the Logiomponent guarantees that the omputed results are orret, that is, they are true fats in theintended model of the given program, while the Control omponent ensures that those fatsare derived in an eÆient way. Likewise, during program derivation, the Rules omponentguarantees that the derived programs are orret and the Strategies omponent ensures that thederived programs are eÆient.In this hapter we will onsider the ase of logi programs with loally strati�ed negation andwe will fous on the following three important methodologies for program derivation: programtransformation, program synthesis, and program veri�ation. Based upon the Rules + Strategiesapproah, we will propose a uni�ed method for applying these three programming methodologies.In partiular, we will present: (i) a set of rules for program transformation whih preserve theperfet model semantis and (ii) a general strategy for applying the transformation rules. Wewill also show that we an synthesize orret and eÆient programs from �rst order spei�ationsby: (i) onverting an arbitrary �rst order formula into a logi program with loally strati�ednegation by using a variant of the Lloyd-Topor transformation, and then (ii) applying ourtransformation rules aording to our general strategy. Finally, we will demonstrate that therules and the strategy for program transformation and program synthesis an also be used forprogram veri�ation, that is, for proving �rst order properties of systems desribed by logiprograms with loally strati�ed negation.Key words: Automati program derivation, program transformation, program synthesis, pro-gram veri�ation, logi programming





3.1. IntrodutionVarious models of omputation were proposed sine the early history of omputing. Amongothers, we may reall the von Neumann mahine for imperative languages, term rewriting forfuntional languages, and resolution for logial languages. In these three di�erent languageparadigms, people explored and analyzed di�erent programming methodologies. In partiular,in the area of logial languages, it was realized that both omputing and programming an beviewed as a dedutive ativity.The idea of omputation as dedution may be traed bak to the beginnings of the omputa-tion theory and reursive funtion theory, but it emerged learly within the Theorem Provingommunity through the pioneering work of Robinson [62℄ and later, the paper by Kowalski [37℄,where the author proposed a partiular dedution rule, namely, SLD-resolution, to ompute ina logial theory onsisting of Horn lauses. The dedutive approah to omputation was stillonsidered to be not very pratial at that time, but the situation hanged when Warren [75℄proposed a Prolog ompiler based on SLD-resolution with performane omparable to that ofthe funtional language Lisp. EÆieny is obtained by sari�ing orretness in some ases, butfortunately, that inorretness turns out not to be a problem in pratie.The idea of programming and program development as a dedution from logial spei�ationsto exeutable expressions in a formal setting, has its roots in the works by Burstall-Darlingtonand Manna-Waldinger [10, 49℄ for funtional languages and in the works by Clark et al., Hogger,and Kowalski [11, 12, 32, 39℄ for the ase of logial languages. Similar ideas were proposed alsoin the ase of imperative languages and one should mention, among others, the ontributions ofDijkstra and Hoare (see, for instane, [21, 31℄).In the paper [38℄ Kowalski proposes the motto: Algorithm = Logi + Control, to promote aseparation of onern when writing programs: a onern for orretness in the Logi omponent,and a onern for eÆieny in the Control omponent. This separation idea for program devel-opment goes bak to the seminal paper by Burstall and Darlington [10℄. The aim is to deriveprograms whih are orret and eÆient by applying transformation rules in a disiplinedmanneraording to suitable strategies. In this ase the Logi omponent onsists of the transformationrules, suh as unfolding and folding, whih are orret beause they preserve the semantis ofinterest, and the Control omponent onsists of the strategies whih diret the use of the rulesso to derive eÆient programs. Our motto, whih an be viewed as an appliation of Kowalski'smotto to the ase of program development, is: Program Derivation = Rules + Strategies.As we will illustrate in this hapter, our motto also indiates a way of understanding therelationship among various tehniques for program development suh as program synthesis,program reuse, and program veri�ation. Some of these tehniques based on rules and strategies,are desribed in [19, 20, 33, 52℄.The main objetive of this hapter is to provide a uni�ed view of: (i) program transformation,(ii) program synthesis, and (iii) program veri�ation as dedutive ativities based on the unfold-ing/folding transformation rules and strategies. We onsider the lass of logi programs withloally strati�ed negation. The semantis of a program P in this lass is given by its uniqueperfet model, denoted M(P ), whih oinides with its unique stable model and its (total)well-founded model [2℄.In our setting program transformation, synthesis, and veri�ation an be formulated as follows.Program Transformation. Given a program P and a goal G with free variables X1; : : : ;Xn, wewant to �nd a omputationally eÆient program T for a new n-ary prediate g suh that, forall ground terms t1; : : : ; tn,



4. M(P ) j= GfX1=t1; : : : ;Xn=tng i� M(T ) j= g(t1; : : : ; tn) (Transf )Notie that our formulation of program transformation inludes program speialization [27, 33,44, 47℄ whih an be regarded as the partiular ase where G is an atom with instantiatedarguments.Program Synthesis. Given a program P and a spei�ation of the form g(X1; : : : ; Xn) $ ',where: (i) ' is a �rst order formula with free variables X1; : : : ;Xn, and (ii) g is a new n-aryprediate, we want to derive a omputationally eÆient program T for the prediate g suh that,for all ground terms t1; : : : ; tn,M(P ) j= 'fX1=t1; : : : ;Xn=tng i� M(T ) j= g(t1; : : : ; tn) (Synth)Program Veri�ation. Given a program P and a losed �rst order formula ', we want to hekwhether or not M(P ) j= ' (Verif )In order to get a uni�ed view of program transformation, program synthesis, and programveri�ation, let us �rst notie that eah of these three tasks starts from a given program P and a�rst order formula. This formula, say , is: (i) the goal G in the ase of program transformation,(ii) the formula ' of the spei�ation g(X1; : : : ;Xn) $ ' in the ase of program synthesis, and(iii) the losed �rst order formula ' in the ase of program veri�ation. Thus, we an provide auni�ed treatment of program transformation, program synthesis, and program veri�ation, byviewing them as instanes of the following general, two step method for program derivation,whih takes as input a given program P and a �rst order formula .The Unfold/Fold Method for Program Derivation.We are given a loally strati�ed program P and a �rst order formula .Step 1. We onstrut a onjuntion of lauses, denoted by Cls(g; ) suh that P ^Cls(g; ) is aloally strati�ed program and, for all ground terms t1; : : : ; tn,M(P ) j= fX1=t1; : : : ;Xn=tng i� M(P ^ Cls(g; )) j= g(t1; : : : ; tn)where X1; : : : ;Xn are the free variables of .Step 2. We apply unfold/fold transformation rules whih preserve the perfet model semantisand we derive a new program T suh that, for all ground terms t1; : : : ; tn,M(P ^ Cls(g; )) j= g(t1; : : : ; tn) i� M(T ) j= g(t1; : : : ; tn)The derivation of program T is made aording to a transformation strategy whih guides theappliation of the rules.Let us now briey explain how this general unfold/fold method for program derivation willbe instantiated to three spei� methods for program transformation, program synthesis, andprogram veri�ation. More details and examples will be given in Setions 2, 3, and 4.Among the tasks of program transformation, program synthesis, and program veri�ation,the one whih has the most general formulation is program synthesis, beause the formula ' ofa spei�ation is any �rst order formula, whereas the inputs for program transformation andprogram veri�ation onsist of a goal (that is, a onjuntion of literals) and a losed �rst orderformula, respetively.A method for program synthesis an be obtained from the general unfold/fold method forprogram derivation in a straightforward way by taking  as the formula ' of the spei�ationg(X1; : : : ;Xn) $ '. In Setion 3 we will see how the onjuntion of lauses Cls(g; ') an beonstruted by using a suitable variant of the Lloyd-Topor transformation [46℄. Moreover, we



5.will propose (see Setion 2) a general transformation strategy for deriving a suitable programT from program P ^ Cls(g; ') as required by Step 2 of the unfold/fold method. From the fatthat our variant of the Lloyd-Topor transformation and the unfold/fold transformation rulespreserve the perfet model semantis, it follows that the equivalene (Synth) indeed holds forthis program T .Similarly, if we onsider our general unfold/fold method for program derivation in the asewhere  is the goal G, then we derive a program T whih satis�es the relation (Transf ), andthus, in this ase the general method beomes a method for program transformation.Finally, program veri�ation an be viewed as an instane of our general unfold/fold methodin the ase where  is the losed �rst order formula '. In partiular, the onjuntion of lausesCls(g; ') an be onstruted as in the ase of program synthesis by starting from the spei�ationg $ '. Then, one an prove thatM(P ) j= ' holds by applying Step 2 of our method for programderivation and obtaining a program T whih inludes the lause g  :The ontributions of this hapter are the following ones. (i) We desribe in some detailour general, two step method based on rules and strategies, for the uni�ed treatment of pro-gram transformation, synthesis, and veri�ation, and through some examples, we show that ourmethod is e�etive for eah of these tasks. (ii) We establish the orretness of the transforma-tion rules by giving suÆient onditions for the preservation of perfet model semantis. Theseorretness results extend results already published in the literature [70℄. In partiular, we takeinto onsideration also the unfolding and folding rules w.r.t. negative literals, and these rules areruial in the examples we will present. (iii) We outline a general strategy for the appliation ofthe transformation rules and we demonstrate that various tehniques for rather di�erent tasks,suh as program transformation, program synthesis, and program veri�ation, an all be realizedby that single strategy.The plan of the hapter is as follows. In Setion 2 we present a set of transformation rulesfor loally strati�ed programs and we give suÆient onditions whih ensure their orretnessw.r.t. the perfet model semantis. We also present our general strategy for the appliationof the transformation rules. In Setion 3 we present the instane of our two step unfold/foldmethod for the synthesis of logi programs from spei�ations provided by �rst order formulas.In Setion 4 we show that also program veri�ation an be performed using our two step method.2. Transformation Rules and Strategies for Loally Strati�ed Logi ProgramsIn this setion we reall the basi onepts of loally strati�ed programs and perfet modelsemantis. We then present the transformation rules whih we use for program transformation,and we provide a suÆient ondition whih ensures that these rules preserve the perfet modelsemantis. We also outline a general strategy for applying the transformation rules.2.1. Preliminaries: Syntax and Semantis of Strati�ed Logi ProgramsWe reall some basi de�nitions and we introdue some terminology and notation onerninggeneral logi programs and their semantis. In partiular, we will reall the de�nitions of loallystrati�ed logi programs and their perfet models. For notions not de�ned here the reader mayrefer to [2, 46, 59℄.Given a �rst order language L, its formulas are onstruted out of variables, funtion symbols,prediate symbols, terms, atomi formulas (also alled atoms), the formula true, the onnetives



6.: and ^, and the quanti�er 9 (see, for instane, [2, 46℄). We feel free to write formulas usingalso the symbols false, _, !, $, and 8, but we regard them as abbreviations of the equivalentformulas written using the symbols true, :, ^, and 9 only. Following the usual logi program-ming onvention, we use upper ase letters for variables and lower ase letters for funtion andprediate symbols.A literal is an atom (i.e., a positive literal) or a negated atom (i.e., a negative literal). A goalG is a onjuntion of n (� 0) literals.General logi programs, simply alled logi programs, or programs, are �rst order formulasde�ned as follows. A program is a onjuntion of lauses, eah of whih is of the form: G! H,where G is a goal and H is an atom di�erent from true and false. Normally a lause will bewritten as H  G. The atom H is alled the head of the lause, denoted by hd(C), and thegoal G is alled the body of the lause, denoted by bd(C). A lause H G where G is the emptyonjuntion true, is said to be a unit lause and it is written as H  . When writing goals,lauses, and programs, we also denote onjuntions by using omma `,' instead of ^. Thus,usually, a goal will be written as L1; : : : ; Ln, where the Li's are literals, a lause will be writtenas H  L1; : : : ; Ln, and a program will be written as C1; : : : ; Cn, where the Ci's are lauses.When writing programs we will also feel free to omit ommas between lauses, if no onfusionarises.A lause is said to be de�nite i� no negated atom ours in its body. A de�nite program is aonjuntion of de�nite lauses.Given a term t we denote by vars(t) the set of all variables ourring in t. Similar notationwill be used for the variables ourring in formulas. Given a lause C; a variable in bd(C) is saidto be existential i� it belongs to vars(bd(C)) � vars(hd (C)). Given a formula ' we denote byfreevars(') the set of all variables of ' whih have a free ourrene in '. A lause C is said tobe ground i� no variable ours in it. We may freely rename the variables ourring in lauses,and the proess of renaming the variables of a lause by using new variables, is alled renamingapart [46℄.The de�nition of a prediate p in a program P , denoted by Def (p; P ), is the onjuntion of thelauses of P whose head prediate is p. We say that p is de�ned in P i� Def (p; P ) is not empty.We say that a prediate p depends on a prediate q in P i� either there exists in P a lause ofthe form: p(: : :)  B suh that q ours in the goal B or there exists in P a prediate r suhthat p depends on r in P and r depends on q in P . The extended de�nition of a prediate p ina program P , denoted by Def �(p; P ), is the onjuntion of the de�nition of p and the de�nitionof every prediate on whih p depends in P . We say that a prediate p depends on existentialvariables in a program P i� in Def �(p; P ) there exists a lause C whose body has an existentialvariable.The set of useless prediates of a program P is the maximal set U of the prediates of P suhthat a prediate p is in U i� the body of eah lause of Def (p; P ) has a positive literal whoseprediate is in U . For instane, p and q are useless and r is not useless in the following program:p q; rq  pr  By ground(P ) we denote the onjuntion of all lauses in L whih are ground instanes of lausesof P , and by BL we denote the Herbrand Base of L, that is, the set of all ground atoms in L. Astrati�ation � is a total funtion from BL to the set W of ountable ordinals. Given a groundliteral L whih is the atom A or the negated atom :A, we say that L is in stratum � i� �(A) = �.



7.A ground lause H  L1; : : : ; Ln is loally strati�ed w.r.t. a strati�ation � i� for everyi = 1; : : : ; n, if Li is an atom then �(H) � �(Li), and if Li is a negated atom, say :Ai, then�(H) > �(Ai). We say that the program P is loally strati�ed i� there exists a strati�ation� suh that every lause in ground (P ) is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �. Let P� be the onjuntionof the lauses in ground (P ) whose head is in the stratum �. We may assume without loss ofgenerality, that every ground atom is in a stratum whih is greater than 0, so that P0 may beassumed to be the empty onjuntion of lauses.An Herbrand interpretation is a subset of BL. We say that a losed �rst order formula ' istrue in an Herbrand interpretation I, written as I j= ', i� one of the following ases holds: (i) 'is the formula true, (ii) ' is a ground atom A whih is in I, (iii) ' is :'1 and '1 is not true inI, (iv) ' is '1 ^ '2 and both '1 and '2 are true in I, (v) ' is 9X '1 and there exists a groundterm t suh that '1fX=tg is true in I.Given a formula ' and an Herbrand interpretation I, if it is not the ase that I j= ', we saythat ' is false in I and we write I 6j= '.The perfet model M(P ) of a program P whih is loally strati�ed w.r.t. a strati�ation �, isthe Herbrand interpretation de�ned as the subset S�2W M� of BL, where for every ordinal �in W , the set M� is onstruted as follows:(1) M0 is the empty set, and(2) if � > 0, M� is the least Herbrand model [46℄ of the de�nite program derived from P� asfollows: (i) every literal L in stratum � , with � < �, in the body of a lause in P� is deleted i�M� j= L, and (ii) every lause C in P� is deleted i� in bd(C) there exists a literal L in stratum� , with � < � suh that M� 6j= L.For a loally strati�ed program P , with vars(P ) = fX1; : : : ;Xng, we have that M(P ) j=8X1; : : : ;Xn P .Our onstrution of the perfet model di�ers from the onstrution presented in [2, 59℄, butas the reader may verify, the two onstrutions yield the same model.Reall that perfet models are the usual intended semantis for logi programs with loallystrati�ed negation, and for those programs all major approahes to the semantis of negationoinide [2℄. Indeed, as already mentioned, a loally strati�ed program has a unique perfetmodel whih is equal to its unique stable model, and also equal to its total well-founded model.2.2. Unfold/Fold Transformation RulesIn this setion we present the rules for transforming logi programs and we provide a suÆientondition whih ensures that perfet models are preserved during program transformation.For the appliation of the transformation rules we divide the prediate symbols of the languageinto two lasses: (i) basi prediates and (ii) non-basi prediates. Atoms, literals, and goalswhih have ourrenes of basi prediates only, are alled basi atoms, basi literals, and basigoals, respetively. We assume that every basi atom is in a stritly smaller stratum w.r.t. everynon-basi atom, and thus, in any given program no basi prediate depends on a non-basi one.Our partition of the set of prediates into basi or non-basi prediates is arbitrary and it maybe di�erent for di�erent program derivations.A transformation sequene is a sequene P0; : : : ; Pn of programs, where for 0�k�n�1, programPk+1 is derived from program Pk by the appliation of a transformation rule as indiated below.We onsider a set Preds of prediates of interest. We also onsider, for 0 � k � n, theonjuntion Defsk of the lauses introdued by using the following rule R1 during the wholetransformation sequene P0; : : : ; Pk.



8.R1. De�nition Introdution Rule. We get the new program Pk+1 by adding to programPk a onjuntion of m lauses of the form:8><>: newp(X1; : : : ;Xs) Body1: : :newp(X1; : : : ;Xs) Bodymsuh that:(i) the prediate newp is a non-basi prediate whih does not our in P0 ^Defsk,(ii) X1; : : : ;Xs are distint variables ourring in Body1; : : : ;Bodym, and(iii) every prediate ourring in Body1; : : : ;Bodym also ours in P0.R2. De�nition Elimination Rule. By de�nition elimination w.r.t. Preds, from programPk we derive the new program Pk+1 by deleting the de�nitions of all prediates on whih noprediate belonging to Preds depends in Pk.R3. Positive Unfolding Rule. Let C be a renamed apart lause in Pk of the form:H  G1; A;G2where A is an atom, and G1 and G2 are (possibly empty) goals. Suppose that:1. D1; : : : ;Dm, with m � 0, are all lauses of program Pk, suh that A is uni�able withhd(D1); : : : ; hd(Dm), with most general uni�ers #1; : : : ; #m, respetively, and2. Ci is the lause (H  G1; bd(Di); G2)#i, for i = 1; : : : ;m.By unfolding lause C w.r.t. A we derive the lauses C1; : : : ; Cm. From program Pk we derivethe new program Pk+1 by replaing C with C1; : : : ; Cm.In partiular, ifm = 0, that is, if we unfold a lause C in program Pk w.r.t. an atom whih is notuni�able with the head of any lause in Pk, then we derive the new program Pk+1 by deletinglause C.R4. Negative Unfolding Rule. Let C be a renamed apart lause in Pk of the form:H  G1;:A;G2Let D1; : : : ;Dm, with m � 0, be all lauses of program Pk, suh that A is uni�able withhd(D1); : : : ; hd (Dm), with most general uni�ers #1; : : : ; #m, respetively. Assume that:1. A = hd(D1)#1 = � � � = hd(Dm)#m, that is, for i = 1; : : : ;m, A is an instane of hd(Di),2. for i = 1; : : : ;m, Di has no existential variables, and3. from G1; :(bd(D1)#1_ : : :_bd(Dm)#m); G2 we get an equivalent disjuntion Q1_ : : :_Qrof goals, with r � 0, by �rst pushing : inside and then pushing _ outside.By unfolding lause C w.r.t. :A we derive the lauses C1; : : : ; Cr, where Ci is the lause H  Qi,for i = 1; : : : ; r. From program Pk we derive the new program Pk+1 by replaing C withC1; : : : ; Cr.In partiular: (i) if m = 0, that is, if we unfold a lause C w.r.t. a negative literal :A suhthat A is not uni�able with the head of any lause in Pk, then we get the new program Pk+1 bydeleting :A from the body of lause C, and (ii) if for some i 2 f1; : : : ;mg, bd(Di) = true, thatis, if we unfold a lause C w.r.t. a negative literal :A suh that A is an instane of the head of



9.a unit lause in Pk, then we derive from program Pk the new program Pk+1 by deleting lauseC.R5. Positive Folding Rule. Let C1; : : : ; Cm be renamed apart lauses in Pk and D1; : : : ;Dmbe the de�nition of a prediate in Defsk. For i = 1; : : : ;m, let Ci be of the form: H  G1; Bi; G2.Suppose that there exists a substitution # suh that, for i = 1; : : : ;m the following onditionshold:(1) Bi = bd(Di)#, and(2) for every variable X in the set vars(Di)�vars(hd (Di)), we have that X# is a variable whihours neither in fH;G1; G2g nor in the term Y #, for any variable Y ourring in bd(Di) anddi�erent from X.By folding lauses C1; : : : ; Cm using lauses D1; : : : ;Dm we derive the lause:E: H  G1; hd (D1)#;G2.From program Pk we derive the new program Pk+1 by replaing C1; : : : ; Cm with E.Notie that by de�nition of rule R1, we have that hd(D1) = : : : = hd(Dm).R6. Negative Folding Rule. Let C be a renamed apart lause in Pk and let newp bea prediate in Defsk whose de�nition onsists of a single lause D. Let C be of the form:H  G1;:A;G2. Suppose that the following onditions hold:(1) A = bd(D)#, for some substitution #, and(2) vars(hd (D)) = vars(bd(D)).By folding lause C w.r.t. :A using lause D we derive the lause E: H  G1;:hd (D)#;G2.From program Pk we derive the new program Pk+1 by replaing C with E.R7. Tautology Rule. We derive the new program Pk+1 by replaing in Pk a onjuntion oflauses 1 with a new onjuntion of lauses 2, aording to the following rewritings 1 ) 2 ,where H and A, denote atoms, G, G1, G2, G3, and G4 denote goals, and C1; C2 denote lauses:(1) H  A;:A;G ) true(2) H  H;G ) true(3) H  G1; G2; G3; G4 ) H  G1; G3; G2; G4(4) H  A;A;G ) H  A;G(5) H  G1; H  G1; G2 ) H  G1(6) H  A;G1; G2; H  :A;G1 ) H  G1; G2; H  :A;G1(7) C1; C2 ) C2; C1R8. Clause Deletion Rule. We derive the new program Pk+1 by removing from Pk thede�nitions of the useless prediates of Pk.R9. Basi Goal Replaement Rule. Let us onsider r (> 0) renamed apart lauses in Pk ofthe form: H  G1; Q1; G2; : : : ; H  G1; Qr; G2. Suppose that, for some goals R1; : : : ; Rs, wehave:M(P0) j= 8X1 : : : Xu (9Y1 : : : Yv (Q1 _ : : : _Qr)$ 9Z1 : : : Zw (R1 _ : : : _Rs))where:(i) fY1; : : : ; Yvg = vars(Q1; : : : ; Qr)� vars(H;G1; G2),(ii) fZ1; : : : ; Zwg = vars(R1; : : : ; Rs)� vars(H;G1; G2), and(iii) fX1;: : : ;Xug = vars(Q1; : : : ; Qr; R1; : : : ; Rs)� fY1; : : : ; Yv; Z1; : : : ; Zwg.Suppose also that R1; : : : ; Rs are basi goals and H is a non-basi atom.Then from program Pk we derive the new program Pk+1 by replaing the lausesH  G1; Q1; G2;: : : ; H  G1; Qr; G2 with the lauses H  G1; R1; G2; : : : ; H  G1; Rs; G2.



10.We assume that the equality prediate = is a basi prediate whih is de�ned in eah programby the single lause X=X  :R10. Equality Introdution and Elimination. Let C be a lause of the form:(H  Body)fX=tgsuh that the variable X does not our in t and let D be the lause:H  X= t; BodyBy equality introdution we derive lause D from lause C. By equality elimination we derivelause C from lause D.If C ours in Pk then we derive the new program Pk+1 by replaing C with D. If D ours inPk then we derive the new program Pk+1 by replaing D with C.The transformation rules from rule R1 to rule R10 we have introdued above, will olletivelybe alled unfold/fold transformation rules.Theorem 2.1. [Corretness of the Unfold/fold Transformation Rules℄ Let P0; : : : ; Pnbe a transformation sequene and Preds be a set of prediates of interest. Let us assume that:(1) during the onstrution of P0; : : : ; Pn, eah lause introdued by the de�nition introdutionrule and used for folding, is unfolded (before or after its use for folding) w.r.t. a non-basipositive literal in its body, and(2) during the transformation sequene P0; : : : ; Pn, either the de�nition elimination rule is neverapplied or it is applied at the end of that sequene.Then, for all ground atoms A with prediate in Preds, M(P0 ^Defsn) j= A i� M(Pn) j= A.Notie that the statement obtained from Theorem 2.1 by replaing `positive unfolding' by `neg-ative unfolding' is not a theorem as shown by the following example.Example 1. Let P0 be the program:1. p :q(X)2. q(X) q(X)3. q(X) rBy negative unfolding w.r.t. :q(X), from lause 1 we get the following lause 4:4. p :q(X);:rThen by folding lause 4 w.r.t. :q(X), we get the following lause 5:5. p p;:rThe �nal program P1 onsists of lauses 2, 3, and 5. We have that M(P0) j= p, while M(P1) j=:p. 2Our presentation of the transformation rules essentially follows the style of Tamaki and Sato who�rst introdued the unfold/fold transformation rules in the ase of de�nite programs [74℄ andproved their orretness w.r.t. the least Herbrand model semantis. Among the rules presentedin this setion, the following ones were introdued by Tamaki and Sato in [74℄ (atually, theirpresentation was a bit di�erent): R1 restrited tom=1, R3, R5 restrited tom=1, R7 restritedto de�nite lauses, R8, R9 restrited to r = s= 1, and R10. Thus, some of our rules may beonsidered an extension of those in [74℄.One of the most relevant features of Tamaki and Sato's rules is that their orretness is ensuredby onditions on the onstrution of the transformation sequenes similar to Condition (1) ofTheorem 2.1.



11.A subset of Tamaki and Sato's rules, namely R3 (positive unfolding) and R5 (positive folding)withm=1, has been extended to general logi programs by Seki and proved orret w.r.t. varioussemantis, inluding the perfet model semantis [70, 71℄.An extension of Seki's rules has been reently proposed by Royhoudhury et al. in [64℄. Inpartiular, they drop the restritions that we an fold one lause only and the lauses used forfolding are not reursive. The orretness of this extension of Seki's rules is ensured by a rathersophistiated ondition whih, in the ase where reursive lauses annot be used for folding, isimplied by Condition (1) of Theorem 2.1.Thus, the positive folding rule presented here is less powerful than the folding rule of [64℄,beause we an only fold using lauses taken from Defsk, and aording to the de�nition in-trodution rule R1, we annot introdue reursive lauses in Defsk. However, our set of rulesinludes the negative unfolding (R4), the negative folding (R6), and the basi goal replaementrules (R9) whih are not present in [64℄, and these rules are indeed very useful in pratie andthey are needed for the program derivation examples given in the next setions. We believe thatwe an easily inorporate the more powerful folding rule of [64℄ into our set of rules, but forreasons of simpliity, we stik to our version of the positive folding rule whih has muh simplerappliability onditions.2.3. A Transformation MethodNow we outline our two step method for program transformation based on: (i) the unfold/foldtransformation rules presented in Setion 2.2, and (ii) a simple, yet powerful strategy, alled un-fold/fold transformation strategy, for guiding the appliation of the transformation rules. Thismethod is an instane of the general unfold/fold method desribed in Setion 1. Atually, ourstrategy is not fully spei�ed, in the sense that many transformation steps an be performed ina nondeterministi way, and thus, we annot prove that it improves eÆieny in all ases. How-ever, our strategy an be regarded as a generalization and adaptation to the ase of general logiprograms of a number of eÆieny improving transformation strategies for de�nite programspresented in the literature, suh as strategies for speializing programs, ahieving tail reursion,avoiding intermediate data strutures, avoiding redundant omputations, and reduing nonde-terminism (see [53℄ for a survey). Through some examples, we will indeed show that programeÆieny an be improved by applying our unfold/fold transformation strategy.The Unfold/Fold Transformation Method.Given a loally strati�ed program P and a goal G suh that vars(G) = fX1; : : : ; Xng, ourtransformation method onsists of two steps as follows.Step 1. We introdue a new n-ary prediate, say g, not ourring in fP;Gg and we derive aonjuntion Cls(g ;G) of lauses suh that P ^Cls(g ;G) is a loally strati�ed program and, forall ground terms t1; : : : ; tn,(1) M(P ) j= GfX1=t1; : : : ;Xn=tng i� M(P ^ Cls(g ;G)) j= g(t1; : : : ; tn).Step 2. From the program P , the onjuntion Cls(g;G) of lauses, and a set of equivalenes tobe used for rule R9, by applying the unfold/fold transformation strategy desribed below, wederive a program T suh that, for all ground terms t1; : : : ; tn,(2) M(P ^Cls(g ;G)) j= g(t1; : : : ; tn) i� M(T ) j= g(t1; : : : ; tn)and thus, the relation (Transf ) onsidered in the Introdution holds.



12.Clearly, a program T whih satis�es (2) is P ^ Cls(g ;G) itself. However, most often we arenot interested in suh trivial derivation beause, as already mentioned, we look for an eÆientprogram T whih satis�es (2).Now let us look at the above two steps of our transformation method in more detail.Step 1 is performed by �rst introduing the lause C1: g(X1; : : : ;Xn)  G and then replaingthis lause by a onjuntion Cls(g ;G) of lauses as follows: for eah non-basi negative literal:p(u1; : : : ; um) in G suh that p depends on existential variables in P ,(i) we introdue the lause D: new(Y1; : : : ; Yk) p(u1; : : : ; um), wherevars(p(u1; : : : ; um)) = fY1; : : : ; Ykg, and(ii) we fold lause g(X1; : : : ;Xn) G w.r.t. :p(u1; : : : ; um) using D.For instane, in Example 2 below, from the initial goalG: word (W ); :derive([s℄;W )we introdue the lause: g(W ) word (W ); :derive([s℄;W ), beause the de�nition of the pred-iate derive inludes lause 3 whih has the existential variables B and T . At the end of Step1, we derive the following two lauses:16. g(W ) word (W ); :new1(W )17. new1(W ) derive([s℄;W )Step 1 is motivated by the fat that it is often useful, for reasons of eÆieny, to transform thede�nitions of the prediates ourring in negative literals, if these de�nitions inlude lauses withexistential variables. Indeed, sine the unfolding w.r.t. a negative literal, say :p(u1; : : : ; um), isde�ned only if the lauses whose heads unify with p(u1; : : : ; um), have no existential variables,it is desirable to transform Def �(p; P ) ^ (new1(Y1; : : : ; Yk) p(u1; : : : ; um)) so to derive a newde�nition for the prediate new1 whose lauses do not have existential variables. Then, thisnew de�nition of new1 an be used for performing unfolding steps w.r.t. literals of the form:new1(u1; : : : ; um) and it may also allow more e�etive transformations of the lauses wherenew1 ours.Step 2 onsists in applying the unfold/fold transformation strategy whih we desribe be-low. This strategy onstruts n program transformation sequenes S1; : : : ; Sn, where for i =1; : : : ; n�1, the �nal program of the sequene Si oinides with the initial program of the se-quene Si+1. Eah transformation sequene orresponds to a level whih is indued by theonstrution of the onjuntion Cls(g ;G) of lauses. We will de�ne these levels aording to thefollowing notion of level mapping [46℄.De�nition 1. A level mapping of a program P is a mapping from the set of prediate symbolsourring in P to the set of natural numbers. Given a level mapping m, the level of the prediatep is the number assigned to p by m.Given a program P and a goal G, by onstrution there exists a level mapping of Cls(g ;G) suhthat: (1) the onjuntion Cls(g ;G) an be partitioned into K subonjuntions: D1; : : : ;DK ,suh that Cls(g ;G) = D1 ^ : : : ^DK , and, for i = 1; : : : ;K, the subonjuntion Di of lausesonsists of all lauses in Cls(g ;G) whose head prediates are at level i, (2) for i = 1; : : : ;K andfor eah lause p(: : :)  B in Di, the level of eah prediate symbol in the goal B is stritlysmaller than the level of p, (3) the prediate g is at the highest level K, and (4) all prediatesof Cls(g ;G) whih our in P , are at level 0.



13.The reader may notie that, aording to our de�nition of Step 1 above, K is at most 2.However, we have onsidered the ase of an arbitrary value of K, beause this will be appro-priate when in Setions 3 and 4 below we onsider program synthesis and program veri�ation,respetively.For the onstrution of eah transformation sequene Si, for i = 1; : : : ; n�1, our unfold/foldtransformation strategy uses the following three subsidiary strategies:(i) unfold(P;Q), (ii) tautology-replae(Laws; P;Q), and (iii) define-fold(Defs; P;Q ^NewDefs).(i) Given a program P , unfold(P;Q) spei�es how to derive a new program Q by performingpositive and negative unfolding steps (rules R3 and R4).(ii) Given a program P and a set Laws of equivalenes needed for the appliation of the goalreplaement rule, tautology-replae(Laws; P;Q) spei�es how to derive a new program Qby applying the tautology, goal replaement, and equality introdution and elimination rules(rules R8, R9, and R10).(iii) Given a program P and a onjuntion Defs of prediate de�nitions, define-fold(Defs; P;Q ^ NewDefs) spei�es how to derive a new program Q ^ NewDefs by introduing a new on-juntion NewDefs of prediate de�nitions and performing folding steps using lauses ourringin Defs ^NewDefs (rules R1, R5, and R6).The e�etiveness of the unfold/fold transformation strategy depends upon the hoie of thesesubsidiary strategies, and muh researh, mostly in the ase of de�nite programs, has beendevoted to devise subsidiary strategies whih allow us to derive very eÆient programs [53℄. Forinstane, the introdution of new prediate de�nitions, also alled eureka de�nitions, inuenesthe eÆieny of the derived programs. Various tehniques have been proposed for determiningthe suitable eureka de�nitions to be introdued. Here we only want to mention that it is oftenuseful to introdue new prediates whose de�nition lauses have bodies whih are: (i) instanesof atoms, so to perform program speialization, (ii) onjuntions of literals that share variables,so to derive programs that simultaneously perform the omputations relative to several literals,and (iii) disjuntions of goals, so to derive programs with redued nondeterminism, beause theysimultaneously perform the omputations relative to several alternative goals.We omit here the detailed desription of the unfold, tautology-replae, and define-fold subsidiary strategies. We will see them in ation in the examples given below. Here is ourUnfold/Fold Transformation Strategy.The Unfold/Fold Transformation Strategy.Input : (i) a program P , (ii) a onjuntion Cls(g ;G) of lauses onstruted as indiated at Step1, and (iii) a set Laws of equivalenes for the appliation of rule R9. These equivalenes areassumed to hold in M(P ^Cls(g ;G)).Output : A program T suh that, for all ground terms t1; : : : ; tn,M(P ^ Cls(g ;G)) j= g(t1; : : : ; tn) i� M(T ) j= g(t1; : : : ; tn).Let us partition Cls(g ;G) into K subonjuntions: D1; : : : ;DK , as indiated in Step 2 above.T := P ;for i = 1; : : : ;K doWe onstrut a transformation sequene Si as follows.Defs := Di; InDefs := Di;By the de�nition introdution rule we add the lauses of InDefs to T , thereby obtaining T ^InDefs.



14.while InDefs is not the empty onjuntion do(1) unfold(T ^ InDefs ; T ^ U ): From program T ^ InDefs we derive T ^ U by a �nitesequene of appliations of the positive and negative unfolding rules to the lauses in InDefs.(2) tautology-replae(Laws; T ^ U ; T ^ R): From program T ^ U we derive T ^ R bya �nite sequene of appliations of the tautology and goal replaement rules to the lauses inU , using the equivalenes in the set Laws.(3) define-fold(Defs; T ^R; T ^ F ^ NewDefs): From program T ^ R we derive T ^ F ^NewDefs by: (3.i) a �nite sequene of appliations of the de�nition introdution rule by whihwe add to T ^ R the (possibly empty) onjuntion NewDefs of lauses, followed by (3.ii) a�nite sequene of appliations of the folding rule to the lauses in R, using lauses ourring inDefs ^NewDefs. We assume that the de�nition and folding steps are suh that all non-basiprediates ourring in the body of a lause whih has been derived by folding, are de�nedin Defs ^NewDefs.T := T ^ F ; Defs := Defs ^NewDefs; InDefs := NewDefsend while;Delete from T the de�nitions of useless prediates.end forDelete from T the de�nitions of the prediates upon whih the prediate g does not depend.The unfold/fold transformation strategy is orret in the sense that for all ground terms t1; : : : ; tn,M(P ^ Cls(g ;G)) j= g(t1; : : : ; tn) i� M(T ) j= g(t1; : : : ; tn), if eah lause used for folding whenexeuting the define-fold subsidiary strategy is unfolded w.r.t. a positive literal during anexeution of the unfold subsidiary strategy. If this ondition is satis�ed, then the orretnessof our transformation strategy w.r.t. the perfet model semantis follows from the CorretnessTheorem 2.1 of Setion 2.2.Notie that the unfold/fold transformation strategy may not terminate, beause during theexeution of the while loop, InDefs may never beome the empty onjuntion.Notie also that the iterations of our strategy over the various levels from 1 to K, orrespondto the onstrution of the perfet model of program P ^ Cls(g ;G) derived at the end of Step1. This onstrution is done, so to speak, level by level moving upwards and starting from theperfet model of the program P whose prediates are assumed to be at level 0.Let us now present an example of program derivation using our unfold/fold transformationmethod.Example 2. Complement of a ontext-free language. Let us onsider the following program CFfor deriving a word of a given ontext-free language over the alphabet fa; bg:1. derive([ ℄; [ ℄)  2. derive([AjS℄; [AjW ℄)  terminal (A); derive(S;W )3. derive([AjS℄;W ) nonterminal (A); prodution(A;B); append (B;S; T ); derive(T;W )4. terminal (a) 5. terminal (b) 6. nonterminal (s) 7. nonterminal (x) 8. prodution(s; [a; x; b℄) 9. prodution(x; [ ℄) 10. prodution(x; [a; x℄) 11. prodution(x; [a; b; x℄)  



15.12. append ([ ℄; A;A)  13. append ([AjB℄; C; [AjD℄)  append (B;C;D)14. word ([ ℄) 15. word ([AjW ℄) terminal(A); word (W )The relation derive([s℄;W ) holds i� the word W an be derived from the start symbol s usingthe following produtions of the grammar de�ning the given ontext-free language (see lauses8{11):s! ax b x! " x! ax x! a b xThe terminal symbols are a and b (see lauses 4 and 5), the nonterminal symbols are s and x(see lauses 6 and 7), the empty word " is represented as the empty list [ ℄, and words in fa; bg�are represented as lists of a's and b's.In general, the relation derive(L;W ) holds i� L is a sequene of terminal or nonterminalsymbols from whih the word W an be derived by using the produtions. We would like toderive an eÆient program for an initial goal G of the form: word (W ); :derive([s℄;W ), whihis true in M(CF ) i� W is a word whih is not derived by the given ontext-free grammar. Weperform our program derivation as follows.Step 1. We derive the two lauses:16. g(W ) word (W ); :new1(W )17. new1(W ) derive([s℄;W )as indiated in the desription of the Step 1 above. The prediate g is at level 2 and the prediatenew1 is at level 1. All prediates in program CF are at level 0.Step 2. We apply our unfold/fold transformation strategy. During the appliation of thisstrategy we never apply rules R7, R8, R9, and R10. Thus, we use neither the tautology-replae subsidiary strategy nor the deletion of useless prediates. We have that K=2, D1 =flause 17g, and D2 = flause 16g.Level 1. Initially program T is CF. We start o� by adding lause 17 to T . Both Defs and InDefsonsist of lause 17 only. We will perform four iterations of the body of the while loop of ourstrategy before InDefs beomes the empty onjuntion, and then we exit the while loop. Herewe show only the �rst and fourth iterations.First Iteration.unfold. By unfolding, from lause 17 we get:18. new1([ajA℄) derive([x; b℄; A)define-fold. We introdue the following lause19. new2(A) derive([x; b℄; A)and by folding lause 18 using lause 19 we get:20. new1([ajA℄) new2(A)whih is added to program T .At the end of the �rst iteration T is made out of the lauses of CF together with lause 20,Defs onsists of lauses 17 and 19, and InDefs onsists of lause 19. Sine InDefs is not empty,we ontinue by iterating the exeution of the body of the while loop of our strategy.During the seond and third iteration of the while loop, by the de�nition rule we introduethe following lauses:21. new3(A) derive([ ℄; A)



16.22. new4(A) derive([x; b℄; A)23. new4(A) derive([b; x; b℄; A)24. new5(A) derive([ ℄; A)25. new5(A) derive([x; b℄; A)At the beginning of the fourth iteration InDefs is made out of lauses 24 and 25 only. Here arethe details of this fourth iteration whih is the last one.Fourth Iteration.unfold. By unfolding, from lauses 24 and 25 we get:26. new5([ ℄) 27. new5([bjA℄) derive([ ℄; A)28. new5([ajA℄) derive([x; b℄; A)29. new5([ajA℄) derive([b; x; b℄; A)define-fold. We fold lause 27 using lause 21, and lauses 28 and 29 using lauses 24 and25, and we get:30. new5([bjA℄) new3(A)31. new5([ajA℄) new4(A)No new de�nition is introdued during this fourth iteration. Thus, InDefs is empty and we exitfrom the while loop. The transformation strategy terminates for level 1, and program T ismade out of CF together with the following lauses:20. new1([ajA℄) new2(A)32. new2([bjA℄) new3(A)33. new2([ajA℄) new4(A)34. new3([ ℄) 35. new4([bjA℄) new5(A)36. new4([ajA℄) new4(A)26. new5([ ℄) 30. new5([bjA℄) new3(A)31. new5([ajA℄) new4(A)Level 2. We start o� by adding lause 16 to T . Both Defs and InDefs onsist of lause 16 only.Then we exeute the body of the while loop.First Iteration.unfold. By positive unfolding from lause 16 we derive:37. g([ ℄)  :new1([ ℄)38. g([ajA℄)  word (A); :new1([ajA℄)39. g([bjA℄)  word (A); :new1([bjA℄)By negative unfolding from lauses 37, 38, and 39 we derive:40. g([ ℄)  41. g([ajA℄)  word (A); :new2(A)42. g([bjA℄)  word (A)define-fold. We introdue the following new de�nitions:43. new6(A) word (A); :new2(A)44. new7(A) word (A)



17.and by folding lauses 41 and 42 we derive:45. g([ajA℄) new6(A)46. g([bjA℄) new7(A)Clauses 43 and 44 are added to InDefs. Sine InDefs is not empty, we ontinue by a newiteration of the body of the while loop and we stop after the fourth iteration, when InDefsbeomes empty. We do not show the seond, third, and fourth iterations. The �nal program,whose lauses are listed below, is derived by eliminating all prediate de�nitions upon whih theprediate g does not depend.40. g([ ℄) 45. g([ajA℄) new6(A)46. g([bjA℄) new7(A)47. new6([ ℄) 48. new6([ajA℄) new8(A)49. new6([bjA℄) new9(A)50. new7([ ℄) 51. new7([ajA℄) new7(A)52. new7([bjA℄) new7(A)53. new8([ ℄) 54. new8([ajA℄) new8(A)55. new8([bjA℄) new10(A)56. new9([ajA℄) new7(A)57. new9([bjA℄) new7(A)58. new10([ajA℄)  new8(A)59. new10([bjA℄)  new9(A)This �nal program orresponds to a deterministi �nite automaton in the sense that: (i) eahprediate orresponds to a state, (ii) g orresponds to the initial state, (iii) eah prediate pwhih has a unit lause p([ ℄)  , orresponds to a �nal state, and (iv) eah lause of the formp([sjA℄) q(A) orresponds to a transition labeled by the symbol s from the state orrespondingto p to the state orresponding to q.The derivation of the �nal program performed aording to our transformation strategy, an beviewed as the derivation of a deterministi �nite automaton from a general program for parsinga ontext free language. Obviously, this derivation has been possible, beause the ontext freegrammar enoded by the prodution prediate (see lauses 8{11) generates a regular language.The �nal program is muh more eÆient than the initial program whih onstruts the om-plement of a ontext-free language by performing a nondeterministi searh of the produtionsto apply (see lauses 10 and 11). 23. Program Synthesis via Transformation Rules and StrategiesIn this setion we see how one an use for program synthesis the rules and the strategy forprogram transformation we have presented in Setions 2.2 and 2.3. The program synthesisproblem an be de�ned as follows: Given a spei�ation S, that is, a formula written in aspei�ation language, we want to derive, by using some derivation rules, a program T in asuitable programming language, suh that T satis�es S.



18.There are many synthesis methods desribed in the literature for deriving programs fromspei�ations and these methods depend on the hoie of: (i) the spei�ation language, (ii) thederivation rules, and (iii) the programming language.It has been reognized sine the beginning of its development (see, for instane, [11, 32, 39℄),that logi programming is one of the most e�etive settings for expressing program synthesismethods, beause in logi programming both spei�ations and programs are formulas of thesame language, i.e., the �rst order prediate alulus, and moreover, the derivation rules forderiving programs from spei�ations, may be hosen to be the inferene rules of the �rst orderprediate alulus itself.Now we propose a program synthesis method in the ase of logi programming. In this asethe program synthesis problem an be more spei�ally de�ned as indiated in the Introdution.Given a loally strati�ed program P and a spei�ation of the form: g(X1; : : : ;Xn)$ ', where:(i) g is a new prediate symbol not ourring in fP;'g, and (ii) ' is a formula of the �rst orderprediate alulus suh that freevars(') = fX1; : : : ;Xng, we want to derive a omputationallyeÆient program T suh that, for all ground terms t1; : : : ; tn,M(P ) j= 'fX1=t1; : : : ;Xn=tng i� M(T ) j= g(t1; : : : ; tn) (Synth)The derivation rules we onsider for program synthesis are: (i) a variant of the Lloyd-Toportransformation rules [46℄, and (ii) the unfold/fold program transformation rules presented inSetion 2.2.Let us begin by presenting the following example of program synthesis. It is our runningexample for this setion and it will be ontinued in the Examples 4 and 5 below.Example 3. Spei�ation of List Maximum. Let us onsider the following ListMembershipprogram:1. list([ ℄) 2. list([AjAs℄) list(As)3. member (X; [AjAs℄) X=A4. member (X; [AjAs℄) member (X;As)and = and � are basi prediates denoting, respetively, the equality prediate and a given totalorder prediate over the given domain. For brevity, we do not show the lauses de�ning thesetwo basi prediates. The maximum M of a list L of items may be spei�ed by the followingformula:max (L;M) $ (list(L); member(M;L); 8X (member (X;L)! X �M)) (�)By our synthesis method we want to derive an eÆient programMax whih de�nes the prediatemax suh that:M(ListMembership ^Max ) j= 8L;M (max (L;M)$ 'max )where 'max denotes the right hand side of formula (�) above. 2In the rest of this setion, we illustrate a synthesis method, alled the unfold/fold synthesismethod, whih we now introdue.The Unfold/Fold Synthesis Method.Given a loally strati�ed program P and a spei�ation formula of the form: g(X1; : : : ;Xn)$ ',this method onsists of two steps as follows.



19.Step 1. We apply a variant of the Lloyd-Topor transformation [46℄, and we derive a onjuntionCls(g; ') of lauses suh that P ^ Cls(g; ') is a loally strati�ed program and, for all groundterms t1; : : : ; tn,(1) M(P ) j= 'fX1=t1; : : : ;Xn=tng i� M(P ^ Cls(g; ')) j= g(t1; : : : ; tn)Step 2. From the program P , the onjuntion Cls(g; ') of lauses, and a set of equivalenesto be used for rule R9, by applying the unfold/fold transformation strategy of Setion 2.3, wederive a program T suh that, for all ground terms t1; : : : ; tn,(2) M(P ^Cls(g; ')) j= g(t1; : : : ; tn) i� M(T ) j= g(t1; : : : ; tn)and thus, the above relation (Synth) holds.As already mentioned, our unfold/fold synthesis method is a generalization of the two steptransformation method presented in the previous Setion 2.3, beause here we onsider a �rstorder formula ', instead of a goal G. Notie also that, similarly to the transformation methodof Setion 2.3, the program P ^Cls(g ; ') itself is a partiular program satisfying (2), but usuallywe have to disard this trivial solution beause we look for an eÆient program T satisfying (2).We now illustrate the variant of the method proposed by Lloyd and Topor in [46℄ whih weuse for onstruting the onjuntion of lauses Cls(g; ') starting from the given spei�ationformula g(X1; : : : ;Xn)$ ' aording to the requirements indiated in Step 1 above.We need to onsider a lass of formulas, alled statements [46℄, eah of whih is of the form:A  �, where A is an atom and �, alled the body of the statement, is a �rst order logiformula. We write C[℄ to denote a �rst order formula where the subformula  ours as anoutermost onjunt, that is, C[℄ = �1 ^ : : :^�r ^ ^�1 ^ : : :^�s for some �rst order formulas�1; : : : ; �r; �1; : : : ; �s, and some r�0 and s�0. We will say that the formula C[℄ is transformedinto the formula C[Æ℄ when C[Æ℄ is obtained from C[℄ by replaing the onjunt  by the newonjunt Æ.The LT transformation.Given a onjuntion of statements, perform the following transformations.(A) Eliminate from the body of every statement the ourrenes of logial onstants, onnetives,and quanti�ers other than true;:;^; _, and 9.(B) Repeatedly apply the following rules until a onjuntion of lauses is generated:(1) A C[:true℄ is deleted.(2) A C[::℄ is transformed into A C[℄.(3) A C[:( ^ Æ)℄ is transformed intoA C[:newp(Y1; : : : ; Yk)℄ ^ newp(Y1; : : : ; Yk)  ^ Æwhere newp is a new non-basi prediate and fY1; : : : ; Ykg = freevars( ^ Æ).(4) A C[:( _ Æ)℄ is transformed into A C[:℄ ^ A C[:Æ℄.(5) A C[:9X ℄ is transformed intoA C[:newp(Y1; : : : ; Yk)℄ ^ newp(Y1; : : : ; Yk) where newp is a new non-basi prediate and fY1; : : : ; Ykg = freevars(9X ).(6) A C[:p(t1; : : : ; tm)℄ is transformed intoA C[:newp(Y1; : : : ; Yk)℄ ^ newp(Y1; : : : ; Yk) p(t1; : : : ; tm)



20.where p is a non-basi prediate whih depends on existential variables in P , newp is a newnon-basi prediate, and fY1; : : : ; Ykg = vars(p(t1; : : : ; tm)).(7) A C[ _ Æ℄ is transformed into A C[℄ ^ A C[Æ℄.(8) A C[9X ℄ is transformed into A C[fX=Y g℄, where Y does not our in A C[9X ℄.Given a loally strati�ed program P and a spei�ation g(X1; : : : ;Xn) $ ', we denote byCls(g; ') the onjuntion of the lauses derived by applying the LT transformation to the state-ment g(X1; : : : ;Xn) '.Example 4. LT transformation of the List Maximum spei�ation. Let us onsider the pro-gram ListMembership and the spei�ation formula (�) of Example 3. By applying the LTtransformation to the statement max (L;M)  list(L); member (M;L); 8X (member(X;L) !X�M) we derive the onjuntion Cls(max ; 'max ) onsisting of the following two lauses:5. max (L;M) list(L); member (M;L); :new1(L;M)6. new1(L;M) member (X;L); :X�MThe program ListMembership ^Cls(max ; 'max ) is a very ineÆient, generate-and-test program:it works by nondeterministially generating a member M of the list L and then testing whetheror not M is the maximum member of L. 2The following result states that the LT transformation is orret w.r.t. the perfet model seman-tis [46, 55℄.Theorem 3.1. [Corretness of LT Transformation w.r.t. Perfet Models℄ Let P be aloally strati�ed program and g(X1; : : : ;Xn)$ ' be a spei�ation. If Cls(g; ') is obtained fromg(X1; : : : ;Xn) ' by the LT transformation, then (i) P ^Cls(g; ') is a loally strati�ed programand (ii), for all ground terms t1; : : : ; tn, M(P ) j= 'fX1=t1; : : : ;Xn=tng i� M(P ^ Cls(g; ')) j=g(t1; : : : ; tn).Step 2 of our unfold/fold synthesis method makes use, as already said, of the unfold/fold trans-formation strategy presented in Setion 2.3, starting from program P; the onjuntion Cls(g; ')of lauses, instead of Cls(g;G), and a set of equivalenes to be used for the appliation of ruleR9.The partition of Cls(g; ') into levels an be onstruted similarly to the partition of Cls(g;G)in Setion 2.3. Indeed, by onstrution, there exists a level mapping of Cls(g; ') suh that:(1) Cls(g; ') an be partitioned into K subonjuntions D1; : : : ;DK , suh that Cls(g; ') =D1 ^ : : : ^DK , and for i = 1; : : : ;K, the subonjuntion Di onsists of all lauses in Cls(g; ')whose head prediates are at level i, (2) for i = 1; : : : ;K and for eah lause p(: : :)  B in Dithe level of every prediate symbol in the goal B is stritly smaller than the level of p, (3) theprediate g is at the highest level K, and (4) all prediates of Cls(g; ') whih our in P , are atlevel 0.The reader may notie that for all K �0 there exists a formula  and a prediate g suh thatK is the highest value of the level mapping of Cls(g;  ).Example 5. Synthesis of the List Maximum program. Let us onsider the program ListMem-bership and the formula � of Example 3. Let us also onsider the onjuntion Cls(max ; 'max )onsisting of lauses 5 and 6 of Example 4 whih de�ne the prediates max and new1. We may



21.hoose the level mapping so that the levels of list , member , �, = are all 0, the level of new1 is1, and the level of max is 2. Thus, the highest level K is 2, D1 = flause 6g, and D2 = flause5g.We apply our unfold/fold transformation strategy as follows.Level 1. Initially program T is ListMembership. We start o� by adding lause 6 to T . Both Defsand InDefs onsist of lause 6 only. Then we exeute the body of the while loop as follows.unfold. We unfold lause 6 w.r.t. member (X;L) and we get:7. new1([AjAs℄;M) X=A; :X�M8. new1([AjAs℄;M) member (X;As); :X�Mtautology-replae. From lause 7, by applying the goal replaement rule (using the equiv-alene 8A;M (9X (X=A;:X�M)$ :A�M)) we derive:9. new1([AjAs℄;M) :A�Mdefine-fold. By folding lause 8 using lause 6 we derive the lause:10. new1([AjAs℄;M) new1(As;M)No new de�nition has been introdued. Thus, InDefs is empty and the transformation strategyterminates for level 1. At this point program T is made out of lauses 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, and 10.Level 2. We start o� the transformation strategy for this level, by adding lause 5 to T . BothDefs and InDefs onsist of lause 5 only. Then we iterate twie the body of the while loop asfollows.First Iteration.unfold. By some unfolding steps, from lause 5 in InDefs we derive:11. max ([AjAs℄;M) list(As); M=A; A�M; :new1(As;M)12. max ([AjAs℄;M) list(As); member (M;As); A�M; :new1(As;M)tautology-replae. By applying the goal replaement rule, from lause 11 we derive:13. max ([AjAs℄;M) list(As); M=A; :new1(As;M)define-fold. The de�nition of prediate max, onsisting of lauses 12 and 13 is nondetermin-isti, beause an atom of the form max (l;M), where l is a ground, nonempty list, is uni�ablewith the head of both lauses. We may derive a more eÆient, deterministi de�nition for maxby introduing the new prediate new2 as follows:14. new2(A;As;M) list(As); M=A; :new1(As;M)15. new2(A;As;M) list(As); member (M;As); A�M; :new1(As;M)and then folding lauses 12 and 13 using lauses 14 and 15, as follows:16. max ([AjAs℄;M) new2(A;As;M)Now, (i) T onsists of lauses 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, and 16, (ii) Defs onsists of lauses 6, 14, and 15,and (iii) InDefs onsists of lauses 14 and 15 only.Seond Iteration.unfold. By positive and negative unfolding, from lauses 14 and 15 in InDefs we get:17. new2(A; [ ℄;M)  M=A18. new2(A; [BjAs℄;M) list(As); M=A; B�M; :new1(As;M)19. new2(A; [BjAs℄;M) list(As); M=B; A�M; B�M; :new1(As;M)



22.20. new2(A; [BjAs℄;M)  list(As); member (M;As); A�M; B�M;:new1(As;M)tautology-replae. By applying the basi goal replaement rule to lauses 18, 19, and 20,and in partiular, by using the equivalene M(ListMembership) j= true $ B�A_A�B (reallthat � is a total order), we get:18.1. new2(A; [BjAs℄;M)  B�A; list(As); M=A; :new1(As;M)19.1. new2(A; [BjAs℄;M)  A�B; list(As); M=B; :new1(As;M)20.1. new2(A; [BjAs℄;M)  B�A; list(As); member (M;As); A�M;:new1(As;M)20.2. new2(A; [BjAs℄;M)  A�B; list(As); member (M;As); B�M;:new1(As;M)define-fold. Now we fold lauses 18.1 and 20.1 using lauses 14 and 15, and we also foldlauses 19.1 and 20.2 using lauses 14 and 15. We obtain:21. new2(A; [BjAs℄;M)  B�A; new2(A;As;M)22. new2(A; [BjAs℄;M)  A�B; new2(B;As;M)No new de�nition has been introdued during the seond iteration. Thus, InDefs is emptyand we terminate our unfold/fold transformation strategy also for the highest level 2. We�nally eliminate all prediate de�nitions on whih max does not depend, and we derive our �nalprogram:16. max ([AjAs℄;M)  new2(A;As;M)17. new2(A; [ ℄;M)  M=A21. new2(A; [BjAs℄;M)  B�A; new2(A;As;M)22. new2(A; [BjAs℄;M)  A�B; new2(B;As;M)This �nal program deterministially omputes the answers to queries of the form: max (l;M)where l is a ground list. Indeed, while traversing the given list l, the �rst argument of theprediate new2 holds the maximal item enountered so far (see lauses 21 and 22) and, at theend of the traversal, the value of this argument is returned as an answer (see lause 17). 24. Program Veri�ation via Transformation Rules and StrategiesIn this setion we show that the transformation rules and the strategy we have presented inSetions 2.2 and 2.3, an also be used for program veri�ation. In partiular, we an prove aproperty ' of a given loally strati�ed logi program P by applying the unfold/fold synthesismethod of Setion 3. For program veri�ation purposes, instead of starting from a spei�ationformula where free variables may our, the unfold/fold synthesis method is applied startingfrom the losed spei�ation formula g $ ', where freevars(') = ; and g is a prediate symbolof arity 0.Our method for verifying whether or not ' holds in the perfet model of the program P isspei�ed as follows.The Unfold/Fold Veri�ation Method.Given a loally strati�ed program P and a losed formula ', we an hek whether or notM(P ) j= ' holds by performing the following two steps.Step 1. We introdue a new prediate symbol g of arity 0, not ourring in fP;'g and, byusing the LT transformation we transform the statement g  ', into a onjuntion Cls(g; ') oflauses, suh that M(P ) j= ' i� M(P ^ Cls(g; ')) j= g.



23.Step 2. From program P , the onjuntion Cls(g; ') of lauses, and a set of equivalenes to beused for rule R9, by applying the unfold/fold transformation strategy of Setion 2.3, we derivea program T suh that M(P ^ Cls(g; ')) j= g i� M(T ) j= gThus, if T is the program onsisting of the lause g  only, then M(P ) j= ', and if T is theempty program, then M(P ) 6j= '.Let us now see an example of program veri�ation.Example 6. The Yale Shooting Problem. This problem has been often presented in the litera-ture on temporal and nonmonotoni reasoning. It an be formulated as follows. Let us onsidera person and a gun and three possible events: (e1) a load event in whih the gun is loaded,(e2) a shoot event in whih the gun shoots, and (e3) a wait event in whih nothing happens.These events are represented by lauses 6, 7, and 8 of the program YSP below. A situation is(the result of) a sequene of events. This sequene is represented as a list whih, so to speak,grows to the left as time progresses. In any situation, at least one of the following three fatsholds: (f1) the person is alive, (f2) the person is dead, and (f3) the gun is loaded. These fatsare represented by lauses 9, 10, and 11 below. We have the following statements:(s1) In the initial situation, represented by the empty list [ ℄, the person is alive.(s2) After a load event the gun is loaded.(s3) If the gun is loaded, then after a shoot event the person is dead.(s4) If the gun is loaded, then it is abnormal that after a shoot event the person is alive.(s5) If a fat F holds in a situation S and it is not abnormal that F holds after the event Efollowing S, then F holds also after the event E. This statement is often alled the inertiaaxiom.The following loally strati�ed program, alled YSP, formalizes the above statements, and inpartiular, lauses 1{5 orrespond to statements (s1){(s5), respetively. Our YSP program issimilar to the one of Apt and Bezem [1℄.1. holds(alive; [ ℄) 2. holds(loaded ; [load jS℄) 3. holds(dead ; [shoot jS℄) holds(loaded ; S)4. ab(alive ; shoot ; S) holds(loaded ; S)5. holds(F; [EjS℄) fat(F ); event(E); holds(F; S); :ab(F;E; S)6. event(load ) 7. event(shoot ) 8. event(wait) 9. fat(alive) 10. fat(dead ) 11. fat(loaded ) 12. append ([ ℄; Y; Y ) 13. append ([AjX℄; Y; [AjZ℄)  append (X;Y;Z)Apt and Bezem showed that M(YSP) j= holds(dead ; [shoot ;wait ; load ℄) an be derived in astraightforward way by applying SLDNF-resolution. Let us now onsider the following strongerproperty �:8S (holds(dead ; S)! 9S1; S2; S3; S4 (append (S1; [shoot jS2℄; S4); append (S4; [load jS3℄; S)))



24.meaning that the person may be dead in the urrent situation only if a load event ourred inthe past and that event was followed, maybe not immediately, by a shoot event. We would liketo prove that M(YSP) j= �. Our two step veri�ation method works as follows.Step 1. We apply the LT transformation starting from the statement g  � and we deriveCls(g; �) whih onsists of the following three lauses:14. g  :new115. new1 holds(dead ; S); :new2(S)16. new2(S) append (S1; [shoot jS2℄; S4); append (S4; [load jS3℄; S)The level of new2 is 1, the level of new1 is 2, and the level of g is 3. The level of all otherprediates is 0.Step 2. We now apply the unfold/fold transformation strategy of Setion 2.3, starting from theprogram YSP, the onjuntion of lauses Cls(g; �), and an empty set of equivalenes (rule R9will not be applied). We have that K = 3, D1 = flause 16g, D2 = flause 15g, and D3 =flause 14g.Level 1. Initially program T is YSP. We start o� by applying the de�nition introdution ruleand adding lause 16 to T . Both Defs and InDefs onsist of lause 16 only. Then we iterate theexeution of the body of the while loop of the unfold/fold transformation strategy as follows.First Iteration.unfold. By unfolding, from lause 16 we derive:17. new2([shoot jS℄) append (S4; [load jS3℄; S)18. new2([EjS℄) append (S1; [shoot jS2℄; S4); append (S4; [load jS3℄; S)define-fold. We introdue the following new prediate de�nition:19. new3(A) append (B; [load jC℄; A)and we fold lauses 17 and 18 using lauses 19 and 16, respetively:20. new2([shoot jS℄) new3(S)21. new2([EjS℄) new2(S)At this point (i) program T onsists of lauses 20 and 21 together with lauses 1{13, (ii) Defsonsists of lauses 16 and 19, and (iii) InDefs onsists of lause 19.Seond Iteration.unfold. By unfolding lause 19 we derive:22. new3([load jS℄) 23. new3([EjS℄) append (S4; [load jS3℄; S)define-fold. By folding lause 23 using lause 19 we derive:22. new3([load jS℄) 24. new3([EjS℄) new3(S)We need not introdue any new lause for folding. Thus, InDefs is empty and the while loopterminates for level 1. At this point program T onsists of the following lauses:20. new2([shoot jS℄) new3(S)21. new2([EjS℄) new2(S)22. new3([load jS℄) 24. new3([EjS℄) new3(S)together with lauses 1{13.



25.Level 2. We apply the de�nition introdution rule and we add lause 15 to T . Both Defs andInDefs onsist of lause 15 only. Then we iterate the exeution of the body of the while loopas follows.First Iteration.unfold. By unfolding, from lause 15 we derive:25. new1 holds(loaded ; S); :new3(S); :new2(S)26. new1 holds(dead ; S); :new2(S)27. new1 holds(dead ; S); :new3(S); :new2(S)28. new1 holds(dead ; S); :new2(S)tautology-replae. Clauses 27 and 28 are subsumed by lause 26 and they an be deleted.define-fold. We introdue the following new prediate:29. new4 holds(loaded ; S); :new3(S); :new2(S)and we fold lauses 25 and 28 using lauses 29 and 15, respetively. We get:30. new1 new431. new1 new1Now (i) T is made out of lauses 1{13, 20{24, and 30{31, (ii) Defs onsists of lauses 15 and 29,and (iii) InDefs onsists of lause 29. Sine InDefs is not the empty onjuntion, we proeed bya seond exeution of the body of the while loop of the unfold/fold transformation strategy.Seond Iteration.unfold. By unfolding, from lause 29 we derive:32. new4 holds(loaded ; S); :new3(S); :new3(S); :new2(S)33. new4 holds(loaded ; S); :new3(S); :new2(S)tautology-replae. Clause 32 is deleted beause it is subsumed by lause 33.define-fold. We fold lause 32 using lause 29, and we derive:34. new4 new4No new lause is added by the de�nition introdution rule. Thus, InDefs is the empty onjun-tion and the while loop terminates for level 2. Now, prediates new1 and new4 are useless andtheir de�nitions, that is, lauses 30, 31, and 34, are deleted.Thus, at the end of the transformation strategy for level 2, the derived program T onsists oflauses 1{13 and 20{24.Level 3. We add lause 14 to program T . By unfolding lause 14 we derive:35. g  Our transformation strategy terminates by applying the de�nition elimination rule and deletingall de�nitions of prediates upon whih g does not depend. Thus our �nal program onsists oflause 35 only, and we have proved that M(YSP ^ Cls(g; �)) j= g and thus, M(YSP) j= �.The reader may hek that g annot be derived from YSP^Cls(g; �) using SLDNF-resolution,beause an SLDNF-refutation of g would require the onstrution of a �nitely failed SLDNF-treefor new1 and no suh a �nite tree exists. Indeed, g may be derived by using SLS-resolution,that is, resolution augmented with the negation as (�nite or in�nite) failure rule. However, theappliability onditions of the negation as in�nite failure rule are, in general, not deidable andeven not semi-deidable. On the ontrary, in our approah we use a set of transformation ruleswhih have deidable appliability onditions, assuming that the equivalene of basi goals isdeidable (see the goal replaement rule R9). 2



26.5. Related WorkThe idea of program development as a dedutive ativity in a formal theory has been very fertilein the �eld of programming methodologies. Early results on this topi are reported, for instane,in [10, 11, 12, 21, 32, 39, 49℄. Here we would like to mention some of the ontributions to this�eld, fousing on logi program transformation. In the pioneering work by Hogger [32℄ programtransformation was intended as a partiular form of dedution in �rst order logi. Later, theapproah based on the unfold/fold transformations proposed by Burstall and Darlington [10℄ forfuntional languages, was adapted to logi languages by Tamaki and Sato [74℄. These authorsproposed a set of rules for transforming de�nite logi programs and proved their orretnessw.r.t. the least Herbrand model semantis. Sine then, several researhers have investigatedvarious aspets of the unfold/fold transformation approah. They also onsidered its extensionto deal with negation [6, 29, 48, 64, 70, 71℄, disjuntive programs [30℄, onstraints [4, 22℄, andonurreny [23℄.In this hapter we have essentially followed the approah of Tamaki and Sato where theorretness of the transformations is ensured by onditions on the sequene of the transformationrules whih are applied during program derivation [74℄. The main novelty w.r.t. other paperswhih follow a similar approah and deal with general logi programs (see, for instane, [64, 70,71℄) is that our set of rules inludes the negative unfolding (R4), the negative folding (R6), andthe basi goal replaement rules (R9) whih are very useful for the program derivation exampleswe have presented.Together with the formalization and the study of the properties of the transformation rules,various strategies for the appliation of these rules have been onsidered in the literature. Amongothers, for ase of logi programs we reall: (i) the strategies for deriving tail reursive programs[3, 17℄, (ii) the promotion strategy for reduing nondeterminism within generate-and-test pro-grams [72℄, (iii) the strategy for eliminating unneessary variables and thus, avoiding multipletraversals and intermediate data strutures [58℄, and (iv) the strategy for reduing nondetermin-ism during program speialization [56℄.The general unfold/fold transformation strategy we have presented in Setion 2.3, extendsthe above mentioned strategies to the ase of programs with loally strati�ed negation. Theinteresting fat to notie is that the same general strategy an be re�ned in di�erent ways so torealize not only program transformation, but also program synthesis and program veri�ation.However, in order to be e�etive in pratie, our general strategy requires some informationonerning spei� omputation domains and lasses of programs. For instane, informationon the omputation domains is needed for the appliation of the goal replaement rule. Themerit of a general purpose transformation strategy rests upon the fat that it provides a uniformguideline for performing program derivation in di�erent omputation domains.The work on unfold/fold program transformation is tightly related to other transformationtehniques. In partiular, partial evaluation (also alled partial dedution) and other programspeialization tehniques �a la Lloyd-Shepherdson [16, 27, 44, 47℄ an be rephrased in terms ofa subset of the unfold/fold rules [56, 67℄. Compiling ontrol [7℄ is another transformation teh-nique whih is related to the rules and strategies approah. Compiling ontrol is based on theidea expressed by Kowalski's motto: Algorithm = Logi + Control, and it works as follows. Letus onsider a logi program P1 and let us assume that it is evaluated by using a given on-trol strategy C1. For instane, C1 may be the Prolog left-to-right, depth-�rst ontrol strategy.However, for eÆieny reasons we may want to use a di�erent ontrol strategy, say C2. Com-piling ontrol works by deriving from program P1 a new program P2 suh that P2 with ontrol



27.strategy C1 is operationally equivalent to P1 with ontrol strategy C2. Although the ompilingontrol tehnique was not originally presented following the rules and strategies approah, thetransformation of program P1 into program P2, may often be performed by applying a suitableunfold/fold strategy (see, for instane, [53℄).Moreover, during the last two deades there has been a fruitful interation between unfold/foldprogram transformation and program synthesis. To illustrate this point, let us reall here theprogram synthesis methods based on derivation rules, suh as the one proposed by Hogger [32℄and, along similar lines, those reported in [34, 35, 42, 68, 69℄ whih make use of derivation rulessimilar to the unfold/fold rules. In this regard, the spei� ontribution of our hapter onsistsin providing a method for program synthesis whih ensures the orretness w.r.t. the perfetmodel semantis.Also related to our rules and strategies approah, is the proofs-as-programs approah (see, forinstane, [8, 25℄ for its presentation in the ase of logi programming) whih works by extratinga program from a onstrutive proof of a spei�ation formula. Thus, in the proofs-as-programsapproah, programs synthesis is regarded as a theorem proving ativity, whereas by using ourunfold/fold method we view theorem proving as a partiular ase of program synthesis.Our unfold/fold veri�ation method is related to other methods for verifying program proper-ties. The existene of a relation between program transformation and program veri�ation waspointed out by Burstall and Darlington [10℄ and then formalized by Kott [36℄ and Courelle [14℄in the ase of appliative program shemata. The essential idea is that, sine the transformationrules preserve a given semantis, the transformation of a program P1 into a program P2 is alsoa proof of the equivalene of P1 and P2 w.r.t. that semantis. In [54℄ this idea has also beendeveloped in the ase of de�nite logi programs. The method presented in that paper, alledunfold/fold proof method, allows us to prove the equivalene of onjuntions of atoms w.r.t. theleast Herbrand model of a program. In [65℄ the unfold/fold proof method has been extended byusing a more powerful folding rule and in [63, 66℄ the extended unfold/fold proof method hasbeen applied for the proof of properties of parametrized �nite state onurrent systems.A further extension of the unfold/fold proof method has been presented in [55℄. By using theproof method desribed in [55℄ one an prove properties of the form M(P ) j= ' where P is alogi programs with loally strati�ed negation, M(P ) is its perfet model, and ' is any �rstorder formula. In the present hapter we basially followed the presentation of [55℄.In reent developments (see, for instane, [24℄), it has been shown that the unfold/fold proofmethod an be used to perform model heking [13℄ of �nite or in�nite state onurrent systems.To see how this an be done, let us reall that in the model heking approah one formalizesthe problem of verifying temporal properties of �nite or in�nite state systems as the problem ofverifying the satisfation relation T; s j=CTL F , where (i) T is a state transition system (regardedas a Kripke struture), (ii) s is the initial state of the system, and (iii) F is a formula of the CTLbranhing time temporal logi. In [24℄ the problem of verifying T; s j=CTL F is redued to that ofverifying M(PT ) j= sat(s; F ), where M(PT ) is the perfet model of a loally strati�ed programPT de�ning a prediate sat whih enodes the satisfation relation j=CTL. Thus, the unfold/foldproof method desribed in Setion 4 an be used for performing �nite or in�nite state modelheking starting from the program PT and the atomi formula sat(s; F ). An essential pointindiated in [24℄ is that, in order to deal with in�nite sets of states, it is useful to onsider logiprograms extended with onstraints.Finally, we would like to mention that the unfold/fold proof method falls into the wide ategoryof methods that use (onstraint) logi programming for software veri�ation. In the spei�area of the veri�ation of onurrent systems, we may briey reall the following ones. (i) The



28.method desribed in [45℄ uses partial dedution and abstrat interpretation [15℄ of logi programsfor verifying safety properties of in�nite state systems. (ii) The method presented in [26℄ useslogi programs with linear arithmeti onstraints to enode Petri nets. The least �xpoint ofone suh program orresponds to the reahability set of the Petri net. This method works by�rst applying some program transformations (di�erent from the unfold/fold ones) to omputea Presburger formula whih is a symboli representation of the least �xpoint of the program,and then proving that a given safety property holds by proving that it is implied by thatPresburger formula. (iii) Similarly to [24, 26℄, also the method presented in [18℄ uses onstraintlogi programs to represent in�nite state systems. This method an be used to verify CTLproperties of these systems by omputing approximations of least and greatest �xpoints viaabstrat interpretation. (iv) The methods in [50℄ and [61℄ make use of logi programs (withand without onstraints, respetively) to represent �nite state systems. These two methodsemploy tabulation tehniques [76℄ to ompute �xpoints and they may be used for verifying CTLproperties and modal �-alulus [40, 57℄ properties, respetively.It is diÆult to make a preise onnetion between the unfold/fold proof method and theveri�ation methods listed above, beause of the di�erent formalizations and tehniques whihare used. However, we would like to notie that all veri�ation methods we mentioned above,work by �nding, in a more or less expliit way, properties whih are invariants of the behaviourof a system, and within the unfold/fold proof method, the disovery of invariants is performedby the introdution of suitable prediate de�nitions whih allow folding. This introdution ofnew de�nitions is the most reative and least mehanizable step during program transformation.6. ConlusionsThe main objetive of this hapter has been to illustrate the power of the rules and strategiesapproah to the development of programs. This approah is partiularly appealing in the ase oflogi programming and it allows us to separate the orretness requirement from the eÆienyrequirement during program development. This separation is expressed by our motto: ProgramDerivation = Rules + Strategies. It an be viewed as a variant of Kowalski's motto for programexeution: Algorithm = Logi + Control.More spei�ally, we have onsidered the unfold/fold transformation rules for loally strati�edlogi programs and we have outlined a strategy for the appliation of these transformationrules. As a novel ontribution of this hapter we have proposed a general, two step methodfor performing program transformation, program synthesis, and program veri�ation, and wehave presented a powerful unfold/fold transformation strategy whih allows one to perform:(1) elimination of multiple visits of data strutures, program speialization, and other eÆienyimproving program transformations, (2) program synthesis from �rst order spei�ations, and(3) program veri�ation.The main advantage of developing several tehniques for program derivation in a uni�edframework, is that we may reuse similar tehniques in di�erent ontexts. For instane, theprogram transformation strategy for eliminating unneessary variables [58℄ may be reused as aquanti�er elimination tehnique for theorem proving [55℄. Moreover, our uni�ed view of programderivation allows us to design a general tool whih may be used for mahine assisted programtransformation, synthesis, and veri�ation.It should be pointed out that, besides the many appealing features illustrated in this hapter,the transformational approah to program derivation has also some limitations. Indeed, theproblems takled by program transformation have inherent theoretial limitations due to well-



29.known undeidability results. Thus, in general, program derivation annot be fully mehanial.Now we mention some approahes by whih we an fae this limitation and provide tehniqueswhih are e�etive in pratie.(1) We may design interative program transformation systems, so that many ingenious stepsan be performed under the user's guidane, while the most tedious and routine tasks areautomatially performed by the system. For instane, KIDS [73℄ is a suessful representativeof suh interative systems for program derivation. An important line of further development ofinterative transformation systems, is the design of appropriate user interfaes and programmableprogram transformers, whih allow the user to interat with the system at a very high level.In partiular, in suh systems the user should be able to program his own rules and strategies.There are some ahievements in this diretion in the related �elds of term rewriting, programsynthesis, and theorem proving. For instane, we reall (i) the ELAN system [5℄ where the usermay speify his own strategy for applying rewriting rules, (ii) the Oyster/Clam system [9℄ whereone an make a plan to onstrut a proof or synthesize a program, and (iii) the Isabelle generitheorem prover [51℄, where it is possible to speify ustomized dedutive systems.(2) We may onsider restrited sets of transformation rules or restrited lasses of programs,where ertain transformation strategies an be performed in a fully mehanial, algorithmifashion. For logi programs, a number of algorithmi transformation strategies have been devel-oped, suh as the already mentioned tehniques for partial dedution, eliminating unneessaryvariables, and reduing nondeterminism.(3) We may enhane the program transformation methodology by using tehniques for globalprograms analysis, suh as abstrat interpretation. This approah may remedy to the fat thatthe transformation rules are designed to make small, loal hanges of program ode, but for theire�etive appliation sometimes we need information on the operational or denotational semantisof the whole program. Various tehniques whih ombine program transformation and abstratinterpretation have been developed, espeially for the task of program speialization (see, forinstane, [28, 43, 60℄ in the ase of logi programs), but also for the veri�ation of onurrentsystems (see [45℄). We believe that this line of researh is very promising.Finally, we would like to notie that the program derivation tehniques we have desribedin this hapter are essentially oriented to the development of programs in-the-small, that is,within a single software module. We believe that one of the main hallenges for logi programdevelopment is the extension of these tehniques for program transformation, synthesis, andveri�ation, to deal with programs in-the-large, that is, with many software modules. Someresults in this diretion are presented in the hapter by Lau and Ornaghi [41℄ where softwareengineering methodologies for developing logi programs in-the-large are proposed.AknowledgmentsWe would like to thank Antonis Kakas and Fariba Sadri for their kind invitation to ontributeto this book in honor of Prof. Robert Kowalski. Our derivation examples were worked out byusing the MAP transformation system mostly developed by Sophie Renault. We also thank theanonymous referees for their onstrutive omments.Referenes[1℄ K. R. Apt and M. Bezem, \Ayli programs," in Proeedings of the 7th InternationalConferene on Logi Programming, Jerusalem, Israel, pp. 617{633, MIT Press, 1990.
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